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1. Implementation Details
1.1. Training

We train PIA on WebVid10M [1] with only condition mod-
ule and temporal alignment layers trainable. Specifically,
we use the motion module in AnimateDiff [4] as a pre-
trained model for temporal alignment layers. We com-
pute the L1 distance between the condition frame and other
frames in HSV space. Subsequently, we utilize this distance
to calculate the affinity score. Specifically, we consider the
top 2.5th percentile of the samples as the minimum and the
97.5th as the maximum value to linearly scale the affinity
score to [0.2, 1]. In addition, we set a probability of 20%
to zero out the entire input of the condition module. This
ensures that PIA retains text-to-video capabilities and pro-
motes the training of the condition module. We train condi-
tion module and temporal alignment layers on 16 NVIDIA
A100s for 4.5k steps and use a learning rate of 1× 10−5.

1.2. Inference

During the inference stage, users can replace the base model
with the personalized T2I model to realize the image anima-
tion. Besides, we construct the inter-frame affinity accord-
ing to the affinity score obtained from the training stage.
We design three affinity ranges for three different amplitude
motions. The maximum value of all three affinity ranges is
1, achieved at the conditional frame. The minimum val-
ues are 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8, respectively, with corresponding
decreases in motion magnitude. We use classifier-free guid-
ance during the DDIM process [11] and set the classifier-
free guidance [6] scale as 7.5. A 512 × 512 image can be
animated in around 13.8 seconds (using 25 denoising steps
with classifier guidance) on a single A100 GPU.

2. AnimateBench
AnimateBench is a comprehensive benchmark,
which consists of 105 image and prompt pairs. To

Figure 1. AnimateBench case. Each curated personalized im-
age corresponds to a personalized text-to-image model and three
tailored motion-related text prompts.

cover a wide variety of contents, styles, and con-
cepts, we choose seven base models [9] and LoRA
[7]. An example case of AnimateBench is de-
picted in Fig. 1. We have released AnimateBench in
https://huggingface.co/datasets/ymzhang319/AnimateBench.

2.1. Images in AnimateBench

We carefully choose seven of the most popular base models
[9] and LoRAs [7] in Cvitai [3]. Each personalized model
has very distinct styles and we use them to curate images
with impressive high quality by tailored text prompts for
image generation. Specifically, these images differ in styles,
contents, and concepts and ensure that AnimateBench cov-
ers three categories: people, animals, and landscapes.

2.2. Prompts in AnimateBench

For each generated image, we design three prompts describ-
ing different motions to test the text alignment ability of
models. Prompts are mainly composed of three parts: the
subject, the motion descriptor, and the trigger words.
Subject and motion descriptors specify the content of mo-
tion in the generated videos. The trigger word is a well-
known technique that is able to activate the DreamBooth
or LoRA to generate personalized effects [3]. Only when
these prompts are included during inference, DreamBooth
or LoRA can achieve optimal performance. Then we can
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Figure 2. User Study. Example of user study questionnaires.

get the complete prompt in AnimateBench. For example,
we use ‘1girl is smiling, white hair by atey ghailan, by greg
rutkowski, by greg tocchini.’ to generate a personalized im-
age, and then we can get the complete prompt as ‘1girl is
smiling, white hair by atey ghailan, by greg rutkowski, by
greg tocchini’. In this case, ‘1gril’ represents the subject,
smiling represents the motion descriptor, and ‘white hair
by atey ghailan, by greg rutkowski, by greg tocchini’ rep-
resents the trigger word. We also distinguish motion be-
tween different types of subjects. For example, the prompt
of people or animals contains more descriptors such as smil-
ing, crying, etc, while the prompt of landscapes or scenes
contains more like raining, lightning, etc.

3. Evaluation Details
3.1. CLIP Score

Following previous work [2, 4, 12], we compute CLIP score
to quantitatively evaluate the alignment in generated videos.
In addition to calculating text alignment, we measure im-
age alignment by computing the similarity between the em-
beddings of the generated video frames and the input im-
ages. The two average CLIP scores are calculated on An-
imateBench which contains 1680 frames. We leverage the
code provided by [5] and use ViT-B/32 [8] model to extract
the embedding of images and prompts.

3.2. User Study

For user study, we randomly select input image and prompt
pairs in AnimateBench and then generate videos by using
PIA, VideoComposer [12] and AnimateDiff [4, 10] with
ControlNet [14] and IP-Adapter [13]. We ask the partic-
ipants to choose from the three generated videos with the

best image alignment or text alignment in each question.
We show an illustration of the question cases in Fig. 2.
There are 20 questions in total, and the order of options
is shuffled. A total of 20 participants were involved in the
survey. Following the previous work [2], we calculated the
preference rate, and the results are shown in the main paper.

4. Ablation
In this section, we introduce more ablation studies to ver-
ify the effectiveness of the inter-frame affinity and the fine-
tuning of temporal alignment layers.

4.1. Inter-frame Affinity

To further verify the effectiveness of inter-frame affinity, we
train a model without affinity hints for ablation study. We
remove the affinity channel from the input of the condition
module and the result is shown in Fig. 3. Compared to our
method, videos generated by the model without inter-frame
affinity are more incoherent and change suddenly.

4.2. Fine-tuning Temporal Alignment Layers

In the training stage, we train both the condition module and
temporal alignment layers. We now show the result of only
training the condition module with temporal alignment lay-
ers frozen in Fig. 4. The result proves that the frozen tem-
porary alignment layers failed to align the condition frame
with other frames.

5. Visualization Results
5.1. Visualization of Attention Map

To demonstrate that the motion alignment of PIA is better
than other methods, we visualize the average cross attention



Figure 3. Ablation study for Inter-frame Affinity. Without an
affinity hint, the generated videos become incoherent and may
change significantly after the first given frame. With the inter-
frame affinity as inputs, PIA is able to animate images that are
faithful to the condition frame.

Figure 4. Ablation study for fine-tuning the Temporal Align-
ment Layers. Pre-trained temporal alignment layers fail to align
the condition frame in generated videos. PIA fine-tunes both the
condition module and the temporal alignment layers, leading to
better preservation of the information in the condition frames.

map of motion descriptor token. We use prompt ‘the rab-
bit on is on fire’ as an example and visualize the cross atten-
tion map corresponding to token ‘fire’, as shown in Fig. 5.
We can observe that in our method, the region attended by
the ‘fire’ matches the region of flames. In contrast, the mo-
tion descriptor token in the baseline method randomly at-
tends to the entire context and cannot form a meaningful
structure. This phenomenon demonstrates that our method
exhibits better motion alignment performance.

5.2. PIA with complex prompts

The temporal layers of PIA focus more on motion-related
alignment which leading to improved motion controllabil-
ity. Therefore, PIA is capable of responding to complex
motion descriptions in prompts. We include composite ani-
mations in Fig. 6.

Figure 5. Visualization of Cross-attention map. We generate the
video using prompt ‘a rabbit is on fire’ and visualize the cross-
attention map corresponding to the token ‘fire’ for both Animate-
Diff [4] and our own method. In PIA, token ‘fire’ shows more ac-
curate attention to the shape of flames, while in AnimateDiff, the
token randomly attends to the entire context. This demonstrates
the superior motion alignment performance of our method.

Figure 6. Animation with complex prompts. PIA achieves im-
proved motion controllability. Even with the complex text prompt,
PIA can correspondingly generate composite animations.

5.3. PIA for Open-Domain Images

In this section, we further explore animating open-domain
images with PIA without using personalized T2I mod-
els. To further enhance the preservation of the information
and details of the condition frame, we combine the Image
Prompt Adapter (IP-Adapter) [13] with PIA. Specifically,
we use a CLIP image encoder to extract features from the
input images. Then, these image features are incorporated
into each frame through the cross-attention mechanism in
the UNet. As shown in Fig. 7, without using personalized
models, our model successfully animates an open-domain
image with realistic motion by text while preserving the
identity of the given image.



Figure 7. Using PIA to animate open-domain images.Without
providing personalized T2I models, PIA is able to animate the
open-domain images with realistic motions by text while preserv-
ing the details and identity in condition frame with IP-Adapter[13]
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